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We introduce a new “universality class” of artificial optical media - photonic hyper-crystals. These
hyperbolic metamaterials with periodic spatial variation of dielectric permittivity on subwavelength
scale, combine the features of optical metamaterials and photonic crystals. In particular, surface
waves supported by a hyper-crystal, possess the properties of both the optical Tamm states in
photonic crystals and surface plasmon polaritons at the metal-dielectric interface.
PACS numbers: 81.05.Xj,78.67.Pt,42.70.Qs
Metamaterials [1] and photonic crystals [2] currently
represent the primary building blocks for novel nanopho-
tonic devices. With the goal of ultimate control over
the light propagation, an artificial optical material must
rely on either the effect of a subwavelength pattern
that changes the average electromagnetic response of the
medium, [3, 4] or on Bragg scattering of light due to a
periodic spatial variation that is comparable to the wave-
length. [5, 6] By virtue of this inherent scale separa-
tion, the corresponding metamaterial and photonic crys-
tal concepts are generally considered mutually exclusive
within the same environment.
The situation is however dramatically different in the
world of hyperbolic metamaterials [7, 8], where the op-
posite signs of the dielectric permittivity components in
two orthogonal directions (nτ < 0) lead to a hyperbolic
dispersion of TM-polarized propagating waves
k2τ/n + k
2
n/τ = ω
2/c2, (1)
with the wave numbers unlimited by the frequency ω. As
a result, a periodic variation in the dielectric permittiv-
ity, regardless of how small is its period d (Fig. 1), will
necessarily cause Bragg scattering of these high-k waves,
leading to the formation of photonic bandgaps in both
the wavenumber and the frequency domains – see Fig.
2. Interestingly, while photonic crystals formed by hy-
perbolic media have been considered earlier [9, 10], with
the emphasis on omnidirectional band gaps [9] and Goos-
Ha¨nchen shift [10], these studies generally focused on the
photonic crystal regime d ∼ λ0 and thus avoided the
hyper-crystal limit d  λ0, where λ0 is the correspond-
ing free-space wavelength.
This effect on the wave propagation and dispersion by
phase space bandgap formation in what is essentially the
metamaterial limit, allows for an unprecedented degree
of control of light propagation in photonic hyper-crystals.
In particular, it can possibly offer a solution to the loss
vs. confinement conundrum that’s been the plague of
modern plasmonics. While it was the realization that
coupling of photons to charges at metal interfaces allows
subdiffraction-limit localization of light that has revived
the field of surface plasmons [12], the subwavelength con-
finement is also the regime of the highest surface plasmon
propagation loss – as it’s the photon-electron coupling
which is the origin of both of these effects.
While there is an alternative mechanism of the opti-
cal surface state formation due to Bragg reflection in the
band gap of a photonic crystal that is free from high
loss, responsible for the so called optical Tamm states
[13, 14], it normally does not lead to a subwavength lo-
calization. However, in a photonic hyper-crystal where
Bragg reflections and associated band gaps persist into
the metamaterial limit (see Fig. 2), Tamm mechanism
is no longer subject to such limitations. With Bragg re-
flections taking a part of the “load” in light confinement,
when compared to the conventional surface plasmon po-
laritons at the metal-dielectric interface, these “hyper-
plasmons” can therefore show both stronger localization
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Saturday, February 1, 14FIG. 1. A hyper-crystal is formed by introducing a periodic
variation in a hyperbolic medium, with the period smaller
than the free-space wavelength d  λ0, but well above the
unit cell size of the hyperbolic (meta)material d  a. The
desired periodic variation can be achieved by introducing a
second medium (which could be either a metal, or a dielec-
tric, or another hyperbolic medium with a different dielectric
permittivity tensor) in the design on the composite
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2(larger wave numbers) and lower loss.
I. PHOTONIC HYPER-CRYSTALS: THE
CONCEPT
Depending on the relation between the optical wave-
length λ0 and its unit cell size a, an artificial composite
material generally shows two distinct and qualitatively
different regimes for wave propagation and scattering. In
the metamaterial limit a  λ0, [1] the electromagnetic
response of the composite can be described in terms of its
effective permittivity and permeability tensors, whose el-
ements are defined by the geometry and the composition
of the unit cell. [3] In contrast to this behavior, optical
Bragg scattering in the photonic crystal regime a & λ0
leads a nontrivial wave dispersion that can no longer
be described by the averaged refractive index, and to
the formation of the bandgaps in the propagating waves
spectrum.[2]
However, this separation into two distinct regimes tac-
itly assumes that the wavenumbers of the propagating
modes supported by the composite, are within the same
(a)
(b)
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FIG. 2. The comparison of the effective medium dispersion
of a phonic hyper-crystal (a) to the exact solution (b), in
the lossless limit. The hyper-crystal unit cell is formed by
250 nm of semiconductor hyperbolic metamaterial [11] (25%
n+-doped In0.53Ga0.47As with 5µm plasma wavelength and
75% Al0.48In0.52As), followed by 250 nm dielectric layer of
Al0.48In0.52As.
order of magnitude as the corresponding free-space value.
Indeed, in such case the strong inequality a λ0 that the
phase ka accumulated by the propagating wave across a
single cell of a metamaterial, is much smaller than unity,
and the effective medium description of the composite is
well justified. [15]
While generally appropriate in most optical materials,
this assumption is violated in the hyperbolic media where
the dielectric permittivities in two orthogonal directions
directions (x = y ≡ τ and z ≡ n) have opposite
signs, leads to the hyperbolic dispersion of TM-polarized
propagating waves
k2τ −
(
− τ
n
)
k2n = τ
ω2
c2
(2)
as shown in Fig. 2(a) for the case of semiconduc-
tor hyperbolic metamaterials based on In0.53Ga0.47As
: Al0.48In0.52As superlattice [11]; note that the opti-
cal hyperbolic media can be found in both “artificial”
[11, 16] and “natural” (e.g. sapphire[17], bismuth[18–
21], TGS [22–24], and graphite[25]) forms. With the va-
lidity of Eqn. (2) only limited by the unit cell size of the
medium a, a hyperbolic metamaterial generally supports
a broad spectrum of high-k waves, leading to the super-
singularity in the photonic density of states [26] and wide
range of related phenomena – from enhanced quantum-
electrodynamic effects[27–29] to enhanced scattering and
reduced reflectivity [30].
As a result, a periodic variation introduced in a hyper-
bolic medium, even with the period d λ0, will lead to
strong Bragg scattering of the high-k propagating waves
– despite the fact that the composite remains within the
formal bounds of the “metamaterial limit”. Furthermore,
comparing to the “regular” phonic crystal, the resulting
wave dispersion in such “hyper-crystals” shows a sub-
stantially more complex “phase diagram”, with multiple
allowed and forbidden bands in both frequency and mo-
mentum dimensions (see Fig. 2).
Formally, we define the photonic hyper-crystal regime
as the limit
a d λ0 (3)
for a photonic crystal with the period d that is formed
by (either natural or artificial) hyperbolic medium with
the unit cell size a (see Fig. 1). With the unit cell size
for existing hyperbolic metamaterials on the scale that
ranges from ∼ 10 nm at visible frequencies [16, 31, 32]
to ∼ 100 nm in Mid-IR [11], the ratio λ0/a ∼ 100 allows
for sufficient “separation of scales” to satisfy (3). Fur-
thermore, with the use of natural hyperbolic materials
such as sapphire [17] or bismuth [21], Eqn. (3) reduces
to simply d λ0.
For a hyper-crystal with axial symmetry (such as e.g.
a layered composite [11]), we can characterize the “phase
space” of the system by its the dimensionless “extinction
coefficient”
α ≡ Im [kn] d (4)
3(a)
(b)
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FIG. 3. The dimensionless extinction coefficient Im [kn] d
vs. normalized in-plane momentum (kτ/k0) and frequency
ω, for a semiconductor In0.53Ga0.47As : Al0.48In0.52As /
In0.53Ga0.47As hyper-crystal, calculated in the lossless limit
(a), and for the actual material losses (b). The single period
of the hyper-crystal is defined by 100 nm layer of n+-doped
semiconductor In0.53Ga0.47As with the plasma wavelength
λp = 5µm, followed by 400 nm thick semiconductor hyper-
bolic metamaterial. The unit cell of the hyperbolic metama-
terial consists of single layers of the dielectric Al0.48In0.52As
and n+-doped In0.53Ga0.47As semiconductor (same as in the
“isotropic” part of the hyper-crystal). The dielectric permit-
tivity of Al0.48In0.52As is taken to be equal to 10.23 [11], while
the permittivity of n+-doped In0.53Ga0.47As is described by
the Drude model  = 12.15
(
1− ω2/(ω2 + iω/τ)) [11] with
the relaxation time τ ≈ 0.16 ps, and the plasma frequency ωp
corresponding to the free-space wavelength of 5µm.
where kn is the wavevector component along the optical
axis of the composite z, so that the intensity decays as
I(z) ∝ exp (−2αz/d). In a propagating band, the extinc-
tion coefficient is relatively small and entirely defined by
the material absorption, with α = 0 in the lossless limit.
In contrast, within a bandgap, α = O (1). The propagat-
ing bands “valleys” and band gap “ridges” in a 3D plot
of the extinction coefficient vs. the wavenumber kτ and
frequency ω thus allow a straightforward visualization of
the phase space of a hyper-crystal - see Fig. 5.
In Fig. 3 we plot the extinction coefficient for
the semiconductor superlattice hyper-crystal (25% n+-
In0.53Ga0.47As : 75% Al0.48In0.52As hyperbolic metama-
terial unit cell, with the hyper-crystal period defined by
250 nm of hyperbolic metamaterial and 250 nm of dielec-
tric Al0.48In0.52As). While multiple bandgaps in both
frequency and momentum are clearly seen in this plot,
note that they are only observed for kτ > k0, and there-
fore are not accessible for light incident from air on a
defect-free surface of the hyper-crystal. However, many
optical phenomena – from light scattering [30] to near-
field radiative thermal transport [33–35, 37, 38] to coher-
ent thermal radiation [36] to spontaneous emission [27],
are strongly affected by the high-k of the wavenumber
spectrum in the system.
The presence of the actual material loss results a
nonzero extinction coefficient in the propagation bands,
leading to a smaller “contrast” between the propagating
and forbidden bands - see Fig. 3(b). While the extinction
coefficient still shows the general “ridge-valley” pattern
of the ideal lossless hyper-crystal, the typical values of
the dimensionless extinction coefficient (4) in the high-
order bands substantially exceed unity. As a result, a
propagating wave from any of such bands will be totally
absorbed at the distance of barely a small fraction of the
free-space wavelength. Therefore, unless one can sub-
stantially reduce the effective loss in the hyper-crystal, a
practical application of such volume propagating waves
is an entirely loosing preposition.
Of all the existing realizations of hyperbolic me-
dia at optical frequencies, the typical “figure-of-merit”
Re [] /Im [] for optical hyperbolic media based on the
existing plasmonic and polaritonic materials, ranges from
unity (e.g. graphene-based hyperbolic metamaterials and
graphite) to ∼ 10 (semiconductor- and silver-based lay-
ered hyperbolic media, sapphire) [40] – with the only
exceptions contributed by the nanowire composites [39]
where the relatively low volume fraction of the metal
(∼ 10%) results in a proportionally lower loss. [41, 42] It
is this type of the hyperbolic media that holds the most
promise for the practical applications of the concept of
the hyper-crystal [43].
However, in addition to the structured spectrum of
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FIG. 4. The dielectric – hyper-crystal interface.
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FIG. 5. The surface states at the interface of In-
GaAs:AlInAs semiconductor-based hyper-crystal and dielec-
tric (Al0.48In0.52As), in the lossless limit. Gray areas corre-
spond to the volume propagating bands of the hyper crystal.
The color code represents surface states of the orders zero
(green), one (red) and two (blue). The unit cell of the hyper-
crystal is formed by 1.9µm-thick semiconductor hyperbolic
metamaterial (same as in Fig. 3), and 100 nm - wide layer
of n+-doped In0.53Ga0.47As (with the plasma wavelength of
5µm).
the “bulk” propagating modes, photonic hyper-crystals
also support novel surface waves that combine the fea-
tures of the regular surface plasmons with those of op-
tical Tamm states. Due to the contribution of Bragg
scattering to their formation, even with the actual losses
in planar hyper-crystals, these surface waves show both
larger wavenumbers and lower loss than their regular sur-
face plasmon counterparts.
II. SURFACE WAVES IN PHOTONIC
HYPER-CRYSTALS
We consider TM-polarized waves in a planar hyper-
crystal, formed by the layers isotropic material with the
permittivity i and uniaxial hyperbolic medium with the
permittivity tensor,
 =
 τ 0 00 τ 0
0 0 n
 (5)
with the corresponding thicknesses di and dh respectively
– see Fig. 4. The hyper-crystal occupies the half-space
z > 0 and is terminated at z = 0 by the interface with the
dielectric medium with the permittivity d. This model
is exact for natural hyperbolic media, and assumed that
dh  a in the case of the hyper-crystal unit cell formed
fro a hyperbolic metamaterial.
The calculation of the surface waves in such system is
straightforward, following the standard procedure devel-
oped for 1D photonic crystals.[44] We obtain
i
d
√
k2τ − 2dk20
k2τ − 2i k20
=
1/λ− T11 − T12
1/λ− T11 + T12 (6)
where the T11 and T12 are the components of the 2 × 2
transfer matrix T for the unit cell of the hyper-crystal,
[44] and λ is its eigenvalue with the absolute value larger
than one.
Since the determinant of a unit cell transfer matrix in
a periodic system is equal to one,
det [T ] ≡ T11T22 − T12T21 = 1, (7)
Eqn. (6) can also be expressed as
− i
d
√
k2τ − 2dk20
k2τ − 2i k20
=
1/λ− T22 − T21
1/λ− T22 + T21 (8)
The system only supports surface states if the trace of
the T -matrix
| Tr [T ] | ≡ |T11 + T22| > 2 (9)
which for det [T ] = 1 is a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for the existence of an eigenvalue with the modulus
|λ| > 1. The physical meaning of this requirement is that
the surface states in the hyper-crystal, just as the regular
optical Tamm states, are confined to the bandgaps of the
volume propagating modes.
For the transfer matrix of a unit cell of the hyper-
crystal and its trace, we obtain:
T11 =
[
cos (khdh) +
1
2
(
kh
κi
i
τ
− κi
kh
τ
i
)
sin (khdh)
]
exp (−κidi) (10)
T12 =
1
2
(
kh
κi
i
τ
+
κi
kh
τ
i
)
sin (khdh) exp (κidi) (11)
T21 = −1
2
(
kh
κi
i
τ
+
κi
kh
τ
i
)
sin (khdh) exp (−κidi) (12)
T22 =
[
cos (khdh)− 1
2
(
kh
κi
i
τ
− κi
kh
τ
i
)
sin (khdh)
]
exp (κidi) (13)
5Tr [T ] = 2 cos (khdh) cosh (κidi) +
(
κi
kh
τ
i
− kh
κi
i
τ
)
sin (khdh) sinh (κidi) (14)
where the wavenumber in the hyperbolic medium
kh =
√
τk20 − (τ/n) k2τ (15)
and the field decay rate in the isotropic part of the hyper-
crystal unit cell
κi =
√
k2τ − ik20, (16)
while in the dielectric at z < 0
κd =
√
k2τ − dk20 (17)
From Eqns. (6)
1/λ = T11 + T12
(
2
d
i
√
k2τ − 2i k20
k2τ − 2dk20
− 1
)
(18)
Substituting (18) into Eqn. (8), we can
khτ
(
2dκ
2
i − 2iκ2d
)
tan (khdh)
− κii
(
2τκ
2
d − 2i k2h
)
tanh (κidi)
= κdd
(
2τκ
2
i + 
2
i k
2
h
)
, (19)
which can be considered as the fundamental equation for
the surface states in a hyper-crystal. Note that while
Eqn. (19) no longer explicitly depends on the eigenvalue
λ, it is still limited to the case of |λ| > 1, and should
therefore be considered together with the inequality (9).
In the limit kτ  k0 ≡ ω/c we find
Ah
tan (kτd∗)
= 1 +
Ai
tanh (kτdi)
(20)
where
d∗ ≡ dh
√
−τ/n (21)
and the coefficients Ah and Ai are defined by the permit-
tivites τ , n, i and d:
Ah =
d√−τ n
2i − 2d
2i − τ n
(22)
Ai =
i
d
2d − τ n
2i − τ n
(23)
Eqn. (21) should be solved within the limits set by the
inequality (9), which in this limit (kτ  k0) reduces to
| cos (kτd∗) cosh (kτdi) + 1
2
(√
−n
τ
τ
i
−
√
− τ
n
i
τ
)
sin (kτd∗) sinh (kτdi) | > 1 (24)
In Fig. 5 we plot the first three solutions for the sur-
face states, using the example of the lossless limit for the
hyper-crystal formed by semiconductor hyperbolic meta-
material as the hyperbolic medium, and the doped semi-
conductor (Re [i] < 0) as the isotopic material. Note
that, aside from the 0-th order mode whose dispersion is
nearly identical to the regular surface plasmon on the in-
terface between the doped semiconductor and the exter-
nal dielectric, the surface waves supported by the system,
have the frequencies approaching the lower band bounds
in the spectrum of the bulk propagating modes of the
hyper-crystal.
The presence of the actual material loss limits the max-
imum values of the surface states wavenumbers, while at
the same time extending their existence to the frequen-
cies beyond the maximum values from the lossless case -
see Fig. 6.
The limits on the wavenumbers and the propagation
distance of the surface waves in hyper-crystals are illus-
trated in Fig. 7, where we plot the standard “figure-or-
merit” [45] Re [k] / Im [k] proportional to the propagation
distance in units of the actual wavelength, vs. the con-
finement / wavelength compression factor kτ/k0. There,
the first- and second-order modes (red and blue curves re-
spectively) are compared to the regular surface plasmon
(black line) at the interface of the same materials as those
forming the hyper-crystal (doped InGaAs as the “metal”
and AlInAs as the dielectric). Note that, with the same
material loss, these “hyper-plasmons” show more than
an order-of-magnitude improvement in propagation dis-
tance at the same value of kτ , and more than a factor of
three enhancement of maximum accessible wavenumber.
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FIG. 6. Surface states in the semiconductor hyper-crystal
(same as in Fig. 5), taking into account the actual material
absorption, for orders zero (green) and one (red). Solid and
dashed lines correspond to respectively the real and the imag-
inary part of the in-plane momentum of the surface modes.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Photonic hyper-crystal, the unifying concept of until
recently mutually exclusive limits of metamaterials and
photonic crystals, dramatically extends the accessible
“phase space” in electromagnetic material response, and
has the potential to find many applications in nanopho-
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FIG. 7. Propagation distance in units of its wavelength
(Re [kτ ] /Im [kτ ]) vs. its dimensionless wavenumber (normal-
ized to that in free space) of the surface states in the semi-
conductor hyper-crystal (same as in Figs. 5 and 6), com-
pared to that of the standard surface plasmon at the metal-
dielectric interface (black curve). The surface plasmon cor-
responds to the interface of n+-doped In0.53Ga0.47As and di-
electric Al0.48In0.52As [11] – the same materials as those that
form the hyper-crystal.
tonics. While the hyper-crystal represents an extra level
in the device complexity, its fabrication does not require
anything beyond the standard methods used in metama-
terials community [1, 11].
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